ATRA Award Nominations
Deadline to Submit: July 25, 2016

Please identify the award and submit complete information. Nominations received without complete
information or after the submission date will not be considered. All nominees must be current members
of ATRA, with the exception of persons/organizations nominated for the Agency/Individual Citation.
Each award winner will receive a complimentary one‐year ATRA membership, and nominators will have
their name placed in a draw for a complimentary one‐year membership.
Mail, fax, or email nominations to: Albert Therapeutic Recreation Association
8038 Fairmount Drive SE
Calgary, AB T2H 0Y1
Fax: (403) 255‐2234
Email: atra@alberta‐tr.org
Nominee

Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Job Title: ______________________________________________________________________________
Employer: _____________________________________________________________________________
Current ATRA Membership:
Professional
Student
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ______________________________________________________________________

Award

Distinguished Service Award
Individuals who have, through the length of time of their involvement, advanced
the practice of TR.
Professional of the Year
Members that have rendered outstanding service to the Association and the field of
endeavors it represents.
Broadening Horizons Award
Innovation in the field of TR.
Student Award
Students who have demonstrated academic ability, promise of a contribution to
the field of TR, and have worked in the TR field.
*This award may be made annually to up to two students.
Agency / Individual Citation
Agencies and/or individuals (non‐members) that have done something
extraordinary to create opportunities for the field of TR.
*This award may be made annually to either an individual or an agency.

Nominator

Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Job Title: ______________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ______________________________________________________________________

ATRA Award Nominations
For each award, in five hundred words or less, identify and explain why the candidate should receive
this award. Please indicate how each of the qualifications has been met. If your submission does not meet
these requirements, they will not be considered. Submissions of over five hundred words will be
returned to the nominator for editing.

Distinguished Service Award

Members who have, through the length of time of their involvement, advanced the practice of TR.
Qualifications
1. Current and active professional member of ATRA for a minimum of 5 year
2. Minimum of 10 years of experience in the field of Therapeutic Recreation
3. Has made outstanding leadership contributions and accomplishments that have advanced the
Therapeutic Recreation profession
4. Service to the Therapeutic Recreation profession through active involvement on a local, chapter,
provincial and/or national level is an asset

Professional of the Year Award
Members that have rendered outstanding service to the Association and the field of endeavors it
represents.
Qualifications
1. Current professional member of ATRA for a minimum of 1 year.
2. Significant contribution to the field of Therapeutic Recreation which may include but is not limited to
Service on committees and boards which reflect advancement in our field, outstanding patient care,
advocacy work in the field of therapeutic recreation
3. Development of workshops/presentations promoting therapeutic recreation is an asset
4. Commitment to ongoing involvement in upgrading personal and professional knowledge related to
Therapeutic Recreation

Broadening Horizons Award
Members who have demonstrated innovation in the field of TR.
Qualifications
1. Current professional member of ATRA for a minimum of 1 year
2. Development of innovative practice or research in therapeutic recreation service
3. Demonstrated the sharing of knowledge and expertise to other professionals and/or stakeholders
through one or more of the following:
 Formal presentations on topics pertaining to therapeutic recreation
 Articles in newspapers or magazines on topics pertaining to TR,
 Published research which has helped advance the profession
 Author/Co‐Author of any book on TR or related fields
 Has expanded the field of TR into a new setting (i.e. Home Care, Schools, Seniors Housing, etc.)
*Please list the date, type, and title of each publication, writing, or speaking project, if applicable. If flyers
or summations of the papers are available, please submit these.

ATRA Award Nominations
Student Award

Students who have demonstrated academic ability, promise of a contribution to the field of TR, and have
worked in the TR field. This award may be made annually to up to two students.
Qualifications
1. Current student or professional member of ATRA
2. Declared program of study in Therapeutic Recreation or graduate studies related to Therapeutic
Recreation
3. Current enrolment in university or college, third year standing or above if enrolled in a four‐year
program, second year standing if enrolled in a two‐year program
4. Volunteer/Work experience in TR is an asset
5. Two letters of reference (preferably one from an educator, and one from a practitioner) addressing the
nominee’s potential contributions to TR
*Student Award nominations must be complete with copies of qualifications and letters of reference.

Agency/Individual Citation
Agencies and/or individuals (non‐members) that have done something extraordinary to create
opportunities for the field of Therapeutic Recreation. This award may be made annually to either an
individual or an agency.
Qualifications
Any institution or individual whose efforts have promoted Therapeutic Recreation. Examples of
promotion of TR could include the following:
 Promotion of TR on any level
 Serving as a volunteer in TR
 Contribution of an unusual nature to the field of TR; research, author/co‐author of a book or
textbook, appearances to groups, etc. which helps advance the field of TR
 Active involvement with university/college studies through practicum, work experience
opportunities, presentations, etc.
 TR programs which are recognized as exemplary by clients, Board of Directors and/or other
disciplines.

